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Abstract. Following the development and availability of
Aquarius weekly polar-gridded products, this study presents
the spatial and temporal radiometer and scatterometer observations at L band (frequency ∼ 1.4 GHz) over the cryosphere
including the Greenland and Antarctic ice sheets, sea ice
in both hemispheres, and over sub-Arctic land for monitoring the soil freeze/thaw state. We provide multiple examples of scientific applications for the L-band data over
the cryosphere. For example, we show that over the Greenland Ice Sheet, the unusual 2012 melt event lead to an
L-band brightness temperature (TB) sustained decrease of
∼ 5 K at horizontal polarization. Over the Antarctic ice
sheet, normalized radar cross section (NRCS) observations
recorded during ascending and descending orbits are significantly different, highlighting the anisotropy of the ice
cover. Over sub-Arctic land, both passive and active observations show distinct values depending on the soil physical state (freeze/thaw). Aquarius sea surface salinity (SSS)
retrievals in the polar waters are also presented. SSS variations could serve as an indicator of fresh water input to the
ocean from the cryosphere, however the presence of sea ice
often contaminates the SSS retrievals, hindering the analysis. The weekly grided Aquarius L-band products used are
distributed by the US Snow and Ice Data Center at http:
//nsidc.org/data/aquarius/index.html, and show potential for
cryospheric studies.

1

Introduction

Since August 2011 the Aquarius/SAC-D mission, developed collaboratively between the US National Aeronautics
and Space Administration (NASA) and the Argentinian’s
space agency, Comisión Nacional de Actividades Espaciales
(CONAE), has collected L-band (frequency ∼ 1.4 GHz) passive and active observations. The primary objective of these
observations is to retrieve sea surface salinity (SSS), however, these L-band observations also enable us to monitor the cryosphere in the polar regions. L-band observations from the European Space Agency’s Soil Moisture and
Ocean Salinity (SMOS) mission, launched in October 2009,
is used to monitor soil freeze/thaw state in sub-Arctic environments (e.g., Rautiainen et al., 2012), and either thin
sea ice thickness (Kaleschke et al., 2010, 2012; Tian-Kunze
et al., 2013; Huntemann et al., 2014) or snow depth on thick
sea ice (Maaß et al., 2014). An analysis of Aquarius observations at Dome C (Antarctic plateau) revealed that in spite
of the deep penetration of the L-band radiation, evolutions of
the snow surface properties influence L-band observations.
Large brightness temperature (TB) variations (of up to 2.5 K
at horizontal polarization) were related to the effect of surface snow metamorphism (Brucker et al., 2014a). In addition to the radiometers, Aquarius operates a scatterometer
which makes it possible to leverage coincident L-band active/passive observations.
Brucker et al. (2014b) developed weekly polar-gridded
products of Aquarius TB and Normalized Radar Cross
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Section (NRCS) observations, and SSS retrievals. These
products contain data recorded at latitudes higher than 50◦ ,
and are gridded on the Equal-Area Scalable Earth version 2.0
(EASE2.0) grid (Brodzik et al., 2012), with a grid cell resolution of 36 km, and a temporal resolution of 7 days (corresponding to the spacecraft period of revisit). For full details on this product see Part 1 of this two-part article series
(Brucker et al., 2014b).
This study aims at presenting maps and time series of the
TB and NRCS weekly polar-gridded products, with a focus on the Greenland and Antarctic ice sheets, and sea ice
in both hemispheres. Observations over land where frozen
soil/permafrost may exist are presented, too. We also discuss
maps of polar regions SSS and the effect of sea ice contamination. It is beyond the scope of this study to address the
specifics in the data, and to relate quantitatively the remote
sensing observations to geophysical properties. The products
presented here enable these in-depth analyses for future research.

2

Background on the weekly gridded products

Aquarius operates three radiometers at 1.413 GHz (at vertical V and horizontal H polarizations), with incidence angles
of 29.2◦ , 38.4◦ , and 46.3◦ . These radiometers are in a pushbroom alignment pointing to the right-hand side of the orbit. The largest spatial coverage of the Northern Hemisphere
(NH) is obtained using observations recorded at the highest
incidence angle, whereas in the Southern Hemisphere (SH)
it is obtained with observations at the lowest incidence angle. Hereinafter, we refer to radiometer 1, 2, and 3 as the
incidence angle increases. The 3 dB footprint dimensions
are 76 km × 94 km, 84 km × 120 km, and 97 km × 156 km
(along × across track), for radiometer 1, 2, and 3, respectively. The radiometric sensitivity (per 1.44 s observation
sample) is ∼ 0.15 K over the ocean (Le Vine et al., 2010).
It increases to ∼ 0.2 K over higher emissivity surface such as
that found over the Antarctic dry-snow zone (J. Piepmeier,
personal communication, 2014).
Aquarius operates a scatterometer at 1.26 GHz (at VV,
VH, and HH polarizations). The footprint sizes are slightly
smaller than the radiometers’. The scatterometer calibration
stability is within 0.1 dB (Yueh et al., 2012).
Radio frequency interference (RFI) contaminations do occur in Aquarius observations and depend on the orbit type
(ascending vs. descending). Of note, Aquarius observations
over the Greenland Ice Sheet (GIS) are less contaminated
during ascending orbits (Brucker et al., 2014b). Over the
Southern Ocean and Antarctic ice sheet (AIS), RFI contaminations are rare (Brucker et al., 2014b).
The Aquarius weekly polar-gridded products are described
in detail in Brucker et al. (2014b). Briefly, for TB, each radiometer is treated independently to produce three weekly
gridded TB products corresponding to observations from the
The Cryosphere, 8, 915–930, 2014

ascending orbit, the descending orbit, and both orbit types
combined. For each seven-day cycle, all valid observations
from a given radiometer whose footprint center is within a
given 36 km grid cell are averaged together, and the standard
deviation is calculated. For NRCS, each beam and each orbit type is treated independently. For SSS, two weekly gridded products are available. The first SSS product provides
the SSS corresponding to the weekly gridded TB: data are
available separated per beam and per orbit type, and include
combined ascending and descending orbits. The second SSS
product is generated by combining the SSS retrieved from
the three beams and both orbit types combined.
For each cycle, weekly average and standard deviation values are distributed. Products also include the number of footprint observations/retrievals within each grid cell. Where less
than six contiguous grid cells do not have weekly averaged
values, a Delaunay triangulation with linear interpolation
was applied to spatially interpolate Aquarius data. The TB,
NRCS, and SSS products are processed for every Aquarius
cycle, and distributed in HDF5 format by the US Snow and
Ice Data Center at http://nsidc.org/data/aquarius/index.html.
Future release dates depend on the release of the Level 2
product, which is currently released monthly in a one month
batch. We also provide ancillary files containing the grid cell
center latitude and longitude, and the grid cell mean land
fraction, as well as a look-up table to convert date to cycle
number.

3

L-band TB product analysis over the cryosphere

Microwave observations are sensitive to snow properties, for
example, liquid water content, grain size, density, temperature (Ulaby et al., 1986; Mäzler, 1987) and to their variations with depth (layering) (e.g, Zwally, 1977; Brucker et al.,
2010, 2011). This sensitivity to snow properties has been
used to monitor various geophysical properties over the ice
sheets, such as snowmelt extent (e.g., Torinesi et al., 2003;
Tedesco et al., 2007), snow accumulation (e.g., Abdalati
and Steffen, 1998; Winebrenner et al., 2001), and grain size
(Brucker et al., 2010; Picard et al., 2012).
At L band, the dielectric loss of the ice is uncertain and
hence the penetration depth at this low-microwave frequency
remains uncertain. However, the penetration depth of the
L-band radiation is estimated at 1000s of meters (Surdyk,
2002). Topographic variations within the Aquarius 3 dB footprint contribute to the L-band observations, and could, therefore, impact the retrievals of geophysical properties; evidences have been identified over North Africa and Australia (Utku and Le Vine, 2013). The interpretation of the
L-band observations should thus be made with caution in areas with strong elevation change (e.g., due to bedrock elevation change). Due to the large-footprint dimensions, the interpretation of the L-band observations should also be made
www.the-cryosphere.net/8/915/2014/
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Fig. 1. Maps of TB (radiometer 3) at V polarization (in K) over the GIS every two months in 2013. Grid cells with land fraction less than
0.25 were masked.
Fig. 1. Maps of TB (radiometer 3) at V polarization (in K) over the GIS every two months in 2013. Grid

cells with land fraction less than 0.25 were masked.

emanates mainly from ice/firn/snow in southeast Greenland,
and from ice/snow in southwest Greenland.
The weekly gridded product contains the standard deviations of TB observations made during the week in each grid
3.1 The Greenland Ice Sheet (GIS)
26 cell. Over the GIS, standard deviations of TBs observed at V
polarization by radiometer 3 during one cycle in winter are
mostly less than 1 K (Fig. 2).
The weekly gridded product of L-band TB observations
Distributions of the weekly gridded TB (radiometer 3)
shows interesting spatial and temporal variations over the
over
the GIS for a cycle in January and July are similar at
GIS (Fig. 1). Overall, TBs observed at V polarization with
vertical
polarization, and slightly change at horizontal polarradiometer 3 are high (> 250 K) year round in the northern
ization
(Fig.
3). TBs have a range of about 180–260 K and
coastal regions (extending up to ∼ 200 km inland), whereas
140–240
K
at
V and H polarizations, respectively. In summer,
the other coastal regions show a seasonal cycle with lower
lower
TBs
exist
at both polarizations, and they correspond
TBs in summer than in winter. This cycle directly results
to
grid
cells
located
in coastal regions where open water is
from the sea ice seasonal cycle, and the presence of open wapresent
in
the
instrument
field of view.
ter in summer. Off the north and northeast Greenland coasts,
Using
radiometer
1,
the
time series of TB near South
sea ice is present year round, whereas it is not on the other
Dome
(snow
accumulation
of
0.49 m w.e., Burgess et al.,
Greenland coasts (see ice concentration maps in Brucker
2010), and near Summit (snow accumulation of 0.23 m w.e.,
et al., 2014c).
Burgess et al., 2010) show that there is no annual cycle reFarther inland, TBs increase from ∼ 190 to ∼ 230 K as ellated to seasonal variations in the snow temperature profile
evation increases, and therefore as temperature, snow accu(Fig. 4); see Fig. 1 for localization. However, observations
mulation, and days of melting snow decrease. Inland (where
in summer are impacted by snowmelt. Observations in the
snow is mostly dry), the lowest TBs are found year round
South Dome area show a sudden increase of TB (Fig. 4).
in the central part of south Greenland at latitudes between
Hourly air temperature measurements at the nearby weather
∼ 62 and ∼68◦ N (radiometer 3 observations are ∼ 180 K at
station (63.149◦ N, 44.817◦ W), part of the Greenland CliV polarization, Fig. 1). Additionally, at these latitudes there
mate
Network (GC-net; Steffen et al., 1996), were above the
is a clear distinction between the eastern and western sides of
melting
point during that week (during 3 consecutive days for
the GIS, with systematically lower TBs on the eastern side.
12
h).
Thus,
the sudden increase of TB is associated with the
This difference comes from the different ice sheet properpresence
of
liquid
water in the snow cover. TBs remain high
ties. Southeast Greenland has the highest snow accumulaas
long
as
measured
air temperatures exceed 0 ◦ C, maintaintion (Burgess et al., 2010), whereas southwest Greenland has
ing
the
presence
of
liquid
water. Later in the summer, TBs
lower snow accumulation and more melt; a large part of this
decrease
as
liquid
water
content
decreases (freezes). This is
region is in the ablation zone. Therefore, the L-band radiation
with caution in coastal and mountainous areas, where multiple surface types may exist in the grid cells.
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Fig. 2. Standard deviation of radiometer 3 TB V observations during (left) the cycle 71 over the NH and (right) the cycle 98 over the SH.
Fig. 2. Standard deviation of radiometer 3 TB V observations during (left) the cycle 71 over the NH, and
(right) the cycle 98 over the SH.

27

Fig.3. Distributions
3. Distributions
of and
TBTBVH (left)
and TB
observed
over
Fig.
of TB V (left)
(right) observed
overH
the(right)
GIS by radiometer
3 during
the
first week of January 2013 (red) and July 2013 (blue).
the GIS by radiometer 3 during the first week of January 2013 (red)
and July 2013 (blue).

a TB evolution typical at microwave
frequencies when snow
28
is melting.
During the summer of 2012, unusual melt occurred over
most of the GIS including Summit (Hall et al., 2013). During the period September 2011–September 2013, the mean
TB at Summit was 222.9 ± 3.2 K and 210.4 ± 3.9 K at V and
H polarization, respectively. Figure 4 also shows the TB obFig.
4. ofTime
series of 1)
TBat (radiometer
at V (+) and
H (o) air
po-temperature
Fig. 4. Time
series
TB (radiometer
V (+) and H (o)1)polarizations,
and GC-net
servations at Summit during the summer 2012, and the time
larizations,
GC-net
temperature
measurements
over South
measurements
over Southand
Dome
(top twoair
panels),
and Summit
(bottom two panels).
The gray envelop
to the weekly
TB panels)
standard deviation.
series of hourly air temperature measurements recordedcorresponds
by
Dome
(top two
and Summit (bottom two panels). The gray
envelop corresponds to the weekly
29 TB standard deviation.
the Summit GC-net weather station (72.579◦ N, 38.505◦ W).
TBs started to increase by ∼ 8 K in late May 2012, and suddenly dropped by more than 15 and 20 K at V and H polarizations, respectively. The drop occurred during the Aquarius
deep in the ice sheet, surface reflection is an important procycle 47, 12–19 July 2012. Melt occurred at Summit durcess of the radiative transfer. It has been demonstrated that
ing 4–5 days, ending on 14 July 2012 (Hall et al., 2013).
regions where melt occurs can bias snow accumulation reAn analysis of the swath data showed that the lowest TB
trievals using microwave TB (Magand et al., 2008), Fig. 4
was observed on July 11. While melting snow has a highshows that similar bias can be expected using L-band obsermicrowave emissivity implying high TB, Aquarius did not
vations.
capture the high TBs at Summit characteristic of melting
snow (Fig. 4). It is worth noting though that the TB level after
3.2 The Antarctic ice sheet (AIS)
the melt event is ∼ 5 K lower, revealing the significant impact
of the recently formed near-surface refrozen snow layer on
AIS L-band TBs are characterized by low, stable TBs in the
TB (Fig. 4). Even though the L-band radiation emanates from
interior of the continent, and TBs varying seasonally on the
The Cryosphere, 8, 915–930, 2014
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Fig. 5. Maps of TB (radiometer 3) at V polarization (in K) over the AIS every two months in 2013. Grid cells with land fraction less than
Fig. 5. Maps of TB (radiometer 3) at V polarization (in K) over the AIS every two months in 2013. Grid
0.25 were masked.
cells with land fraction less than 0.25 were masked.

periphery. Low TBs (< 200 K) observed at V polarization
with radiometer 3 in January and February in the continent
periphery are due to the presence of the surrounding sea-ice- 30
free ocean (Fig. 5). This effect is only visible on a narrow
band of latitudes. Slightly farther inland, there is another narrow band of latitudes with very high TBs (250–265 K) year
round. The spatial extent of these high TBs progresses inland
as snow is melting, and reaches its maximum in January.
Low-elevation regions experiencing seasonal melt events
have a different passive microwave signature than the drysnow zone at higher elevations. As described in Sect. 3.1 for
observations over the GIS, TB time series in the melt zone
are characterized by sharp TB variations due to the presence
of liquid water. Once the liquid water content decreases, TB
decreases too. Depending on the intensity of the melt event,
snow properties (such as density) may significantly change,
which will modify the microwave emission. When assuming
a specular reflection, reflection coefficient of dry snow depends on permittivity values (i.e., the real part of the dielectric constant), which in turn mostly depends on density. Thus,
for observations over dry snow, density at the air–snow interface as well as vertical density variation within the firn/snow
controls in part the difference between the vertical and horizontal polarizations.
The lowest TBs not contaminated by sea-ice-free ocean
are located on the high-elevation domes of the Antarctic
plateau. The lowest mean-annual TBs of the Plateau are located at both polarizations in grid cells within or adjacent to

www.the-cryosphere.net/8/915/2014/

the Vostok Lake (76.396◦ S, 105.852◦ E). This suggest that
the radiometrically cold lake and/or the particular ice properties over the lake influence the L-band observations. There is
also an obvious contrast between the Antarctic plateau and
the West AIS (WAIS). The Plateau has higher elevations,
lower snow accumulations, no melt events, and thus lower
TB than Mary Byrd land (Fig. 5). Standard deviations of TBs
observed at V polarization by radiometer 3 during one cycle
in winter are presented in Fig. 2. Several previous studies
discuss these spatial distributions of microwave observations
at higher frequencies and their correlation with geophysical properties (e.g., Long and Drinkwater, 2000; Schneider
and Steig, 2002; Schneider et al., 2004; Picard et al., 2009;
Brucker et al., 2010), which are also evident at L band.
Strong and direct interactions between ice sheets and
ocean occur under ice shelves. The Amery ice shelf and
ice shelves in the Antarctic Peninsula (e.g., Larsen C located 67.5◦ S, 62.5◦ W) are characterized by low-winter TBs
(Fig. 5). This suggests that Aquarius observations could be
analyzed in these regions to study the relationship between
L-band TBs and ice shelf properties (e.g., thickness). Future
studies could also investigate the different processes that can
operate at the ice-shelf base (e.g., refreezing, or melting releasing fresher water initiating deep water formation).
Considering one weekly gridded TB data set in winter
(July) and in summer (January), the ranges of TB for the
whole observed AIS are 206–270 K and 178–250 K at V and
H polarizations, respectively (Fig. 6). At both polarizations,

The Cryosphere, 8, 915–930, 2014
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Fig.
Distributions
of and
TBTBVH(left)
and TB
Fig. 6. 6.
Distributions
of TB V (left)
(right) observed
overHthe(right)
AIS usingobserved
radiometer 3 over
during
the first week of January 2013 (red) and July 2013 (blue).
the
AIS using radiometer 3 during the first week of January 2013
(red) and July 2013 (blue).
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Fig. 8. TB H as a function of TB V at Dome C, Antarctica, using one
year of data; 2013 Aquarius TBs and 2012–2013 AMSR2 TBs were
used providing 1.413 GHz data at three different incidence angles,
and 6.9, 10.7, 18.7, 36.5, and 89 GHz data.

Fig.7. Time
7. Time
series
TB 1)(radiometer
1)polarizations
at V (+)over
and
H C(o)
polarizaFig.
series TB
(radiometer
at V (+) and H (o)
Dome
(black),
and Mary
Byrd land (gray). The gray envelop corresponds to the weekly TB standard deviation.
tions over Dome C (black), and Mary Byrd land (gray). The gray
envelop corresponds to the weekly TB standard deviation.
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the range of TB is smaller than that observed over the GIS.
Distributions slightly change between the two seasons, with
more grid cells having higher TBs in summer, but the ranges
do not vary much. As noted earlier, the lowest summer TBs
are due to the presence of open water.
The AIS can be used as a target for sensor calibration
and intercalibration at L band. Dome C is a potential candidate (Drinkwater et al., 2004; Macelloni et al., 2013). Over
the period September 2011–September 2013, the mean TBs
observed by Aquarius’ radiometer 1 at Dome C (75.1◦ S,
123.35◦ E, snow accumulation rates of 7.2 cm yr−1 , Urbini
et al., 2008) are 202.53 ± 0.26 K and 190.12 ± 0.47 K at V
and H polarization, respectively (Fig. 7). These TB standard deviations over the two-year period are low, but they
are higher than the radiometers’ sensitivity (of ∼ 0.2 K
per 1.44 s observation sample over perennial dry snow).
Over the WAIS, in one grid cell of the Mary Byrd region
(79.242◦ S, 117.718◦ W), mean TBs for the same period are
229.68 ± 0.56 K and 222.12 ± 0.74 K at V and H polarization, respectively (Fig. 7). Temporal variability is higher at H
than V polarization, which was already observed at L band
(Macelloni et al., 2013; Brucker et al., 2014a) and at higher
The Cryosphere, 8, 915–930, 2014

microwave frequencies (e.g., Lacroix et al., 2009; Brucker
et al., 2011).
TB V increases as the incidence angle increases, whereas
TB H decreases as the incidence angle increases. A detailed
discussion of the main temporal TB variations and the effect
of snow surface metamorphism on L-band TB observations
is presented in Brucker et al. (2014a). The good sensitivity
of Aquarius’ radiometers made it possible to relate the significant TB variations of up to 2.5 K observed at Dome C in
summer to changes in snow surface properties. The main TB
variations correspond to periods with hoar crystals on the surface. Therefore, in spite of the deep penetration of the L-band
radiation, evolutions of the snow properties near the surface,
that usually change rapidly and irregularly, influence L-band
observations.
Aquarius provides the lowest microwave frequency observations to routinely observe the cryosphere. The next lowest
frequencies are available on the Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometers 2 (AMSR2) in the frequency range 6.9–
89 GHz. Observations from these sensors at Dome C are presented for an entire year in a scatter plot of TB H as a function of TB V (Fig. 8). The amplitude of the variation during
the year decreases as frequency decreases (i.e., the width of
the ellipse is reduced going from 89 GHz (gray) to 6.9 GHz
(red)). This is explained by the lower frequency channels
having larger penetration depths, and being thus less sensitive to variations in the temperature profile resulting from
solar heating. Considering data from AMSR2 only, observations at V polarization increase as frequency decreases (from
www.the-cryosphere.net/8/915/2014/
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Fig. 9. Maps of TB (radiometer 3) at V polarization over the NH sea ice every two months in 2013. Grid cells where the land fraction was
more than 0.25Fig.
were9.masked.
Maps of TB (radiometer 3) at V polarization over the NH sea ice every two months in 2013. Grid

cells where the land fraction was more than 0.25 were masked.

gray to red), and observations at H polarization decrease as
at 1 GHz show decreasing values as brine volume decreases
frequency decreases (i.e., each ellipse of AMSR2 TB obser(Hallikainen and Winebrenner, 1992). Thus, TB values are
vations move toward the bottom right corner of Fig. 8 as fre- 34 higher over multi-year sea ice than seasonal sea ice, as brine
is released. Microwave observations also depend on largequency decreases). Aquarius TB H observations decrease as
scale properties of the sea ice cover, whether the sea ice cover
the incidence angle increases (from radiometer 1 to 3; Fig. 8),
but they are higher than every annual mean AMSR2 TB H.
is packed or fractured with the presence of leads (open water
At both polarizations, Aquarius TB observations are higher
or new/thin ice).
than every annual mean AMSR2 TB. Aquarius radiometers
To present Aquarius weekly polar-gridded TB product
operate at lower incidence angles than AMSR2 (< 46.3◦ vs.
over sea ice, all data associated with the presence of sea ice is
55 ◦ ), which likely explains this behavior. Modeling studies
used. Due to the large-footprint dimensions, this implies that
are required to quantify the contributions of the different inextensive areas with low TBs are also considered (Figs. 9
cidence angles.
and 10). For reference, TB V of ice-free ocean is typically
less than ∼ 125 K for radiometer 3, and less than ∼ 107 K
for radiometer 1. TBs higher than that are attributed to the
3.3 Sea ice
presence of sea ice.
In the NH (Fig. 9), TBs are the highest when snow on sea
In contrast to ice sheets, sea ice is a more dynamic cover.
ice is melting (typically in May and June). TBs are lower
Sea ice forms, grows, and melts according to the seasons,
during the summer months likely when the sea ice cover is
and some sea ice remains year round in certain regions of
more fractured, with leads exposing open sea water. Overall,
both the Arctic and Antarctic. Microwave observations dea similar TB evolution occurs during the year over the SH
pend on the physical (and dielectric) properties of sea ice
sea ice cover (Fig. 10). In Fig. 10, the Ross polynia (75◦ S,
and its overlying snow cover, both of which evolve with time.
178◦ E) can be observed in Summer (January–March).
The dielectric constant of sea water is very high, and the diSea ice can extend to low latitudes (especially in the SH
electric loss increases as salinity increases, resulting in large
down to latitudes of ∼ 55◦ S or less). There, Aquarius spatial
surface reflectivity and low-microwave TB of ice-free ocean
coverage is significantly reduced. At higher latitudes, where
(Dinnat et al., 2002). Permittivity and dielectric loss values
more observations are available, some variability is visible
of sea ice are significantly lower, resulting in higher emissivon the weekly TB maps (e.g., distinct lines in July; last panel
ities. Hence, TB increases as the ice fraction in the field of
of Fig. 9). This is related to the fast changing properties of
view increases. Experimental permittivity and dielectric loss
www.the-cryosphere.net/8/915/2014/
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Fig. 10. Maps of TB (radiometer 3) at V polarization over the SH sea ice every two months in 2013. Grid cells where the land fraction was
Maps of TB (radiometer 3) at V polarization over the SH sea ice every two months in 2013. Grid
more than 0.25Fig.
were10.
masked.

cells where the land fraction was more than 0.25 were masked.

the sea ice cover during the one-week period used to create
the gridded product.
To analyze further Aquarius TBs over sea ice, the relation- 35
ship between ICEF and TB V is analyzed. To that end, swath
TBs and ICEFs were used, so that there is no influence of
gridding and averaging. Moreover, data in the Ross Sea were
used to avoid land contamination. Figure 11 illustrates two
important and distinct points. First, it shows the high sensitivity of TB to the presence of sea ice; there is a continuous increase of TB V (radiometer 1) between ∼ 107 K, the level for
ice-free water, and ∼ 250 K which corresponds to a packed
Antarctic sea ice cover in winter. Second, Fig. 11 shows that
there are numerous low-TB observations (< 110 K) associated with ICEFs ranging from 0 to 0.5. From our investigations, we noticed that an ICEF of 0.5 raises TB about 70 K
(85 K) above the nominal ocean TB level at V (H) polarization using radiometer 1. ICEF comes from estimated sea ice
concentration integrated over the sensor’s field of view and
weighted by the antenna gain patterns. For the data with a
surprisingly low TB, it is very likely that the sea ice concentration estimates (obtained from the analysis by NOAA’s Marine Modeling and Analysis Branch, and distributed by the
US National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP)
Fig. 11. ICEF as a function of TB V (radiometer 1) in and north
as the Global Forecast System (GFS) Global Data Assimof the Ross
SeaV(see
embedded 1)
map
location
the footFig.
11.
ICEF
as
a
function
of TB
(radiometer
in with
and the
north
of theofRoss
Sea (see embed
ilation System (GDAS) sea ice product) are overestimated.
print
measurements).
Swath data
from cycle
85 to 105
(i.e.,
between
with
the
location
of
the
footprint
measurements).
Swath
data
from
cycle
85
to
105
(i.e. between
Extreme caution should be used over the oceans where there
4 April 2013 and 29 August 2013.
2013
and
August
29,
2013.
are obvious discrepancies between the ICEF and TB.
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Fig. 12. NRCS (beam 3) at VV (left panels), VH (middle panels), and at HH (right panels) recorded over the GIS during the cycle 72 (3–
10 January 2013)
(first
row),
and descending
orbits
(secondand
row).
Grid(right
cells where
therecorded
land fraction was less
Fig.and
12.during
NRCSascending
(beam 3)orbits
at VV
(left
panels),
VH (middle
panels),
at HH
panels)
than 0.25 wereover
masked.
the GIS during the cycle 72 (January 3 – 10, 2013) and during ascending orbits (first row), and

descending orbits (second row). Grid cells where the land fraction was less than 0.25 were masked.

Studies carried out with SMOS observations show that the
The different polarizations contain information on the
L-band TB contains information about thin sea ice thickness
structural characteristics of the ice/firn/snow medium and its
(e.g., Kaleschke et al., 2010; Huntemann et al., 2014). Since
surface. NRCS values recorded during the first week of January, 2013, over the GIS show similar patterns at the three
thin ice is fragile, it is associated with a very heterogeneous
surface; the Aquarius large-footprint observations will make 37 polarizations (Fig. 12, first row) and similar patterns between
the retrievals of thin sea ice thickness very challenging,
the ascending and descending orbit observations (Fig. 12,
though they may be complementary to CryoSat-2 sea ice
first row vs. second row), though small differences in inthickness as, for instance, retrieved by Hendricks et al.
tensity exist. Overall, NRCS values decrease (i.e., become
more negative) from the coast toward the highest elevations
(2013).
of the GIS. At higher frequencies, the spatial distribution of
NRCS was correlated with the wet snow zone, the perco4 L-band NRCS product analysis over the cryosphere
lation zone, and the dry-snow zone (Long and Drinkwater,
1994). Seasonal variations are observed on the NRCS, but
While space-borne L-band synthetic aperture radar (SAR)
they are small. Long and Drinkwater (1999) provide a deobservations have been available since 1992, space-borne
tailed analysis of the spatial and temporal variations of the
L-band scatterometer observations were first collected by
NRCS over the different zones of the GIS using Ku-band obAquarius in 2011. NRCS analysis over the ice sheets was
servations, and the relationship with snow properties. Similar
previously studied at C band and Ku band (summarized in
processes may be related to the L-band NRCS observations.
Massom and Lubin, 2006). In this section, NRCS observaOver the AIS (Fig. 13), the main patterns are also simitions are presented at the three different polarizations (VV,
lar at all three polarizations. However, NRCS recorded durVH, and HH) that could be used to infer snow/ice and suring ascending and descending orbits are significantly difface properties over ice sheets and sea ice.
ferent. Differences between orbit types are visible across
the ice sheet, but predominantly in East Antarctica. For
4.1 Ice sheets
instance, differences are easily identified in the Dronning
Maud Land sector (20◦ W–45◦ E), in the Victoria Land secOver the GIS, the weekly gridded product provides full spator (140–160◦ E), and in between (e.g., 75–105◦ E). The
tial coverage of the northern portion of the ice sheet (latitudes
linear correlation coefficient between NRCS co-polarized
higher than 77◦ N). As with the radiometer, the amount of
(VV and HH) observations of the ascending and descendvalid data considered in the weekly gridded product is lower
ing orbits for this first week of July, 2013, is weak (0.51–
for the descending orbits than the ascending orbits due to the
0.61; Table 1). NRCS observations at the cross-polarization
RFI contamination (Fig. 1 in Brucker et al., 2014b).
VH have a stronger correlation coefficient between the two
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Fig. 13. NRCS (beam 3) at VV (left panels), VH (middle panels), and at HH (right panels) recorded over the AIS during the cycle 98 (4–
11 July 2013), and
ascending
row)panels),
and descending
orbitspanels),
(secondand
row).
Grid(right
cells panels)
where the
land fraction
Fig.during
13. NRCS
(beamorbits
3) at (first
VV (left
VH (middle
at HH
recorded
over was less than
0.25 were masked.
the AIS during the cycle 98 (July 4 – 11, 2013) and during ascending orbits (first row), and descending

orbits (second row). Grid cells where the land fraction was less than 0.25 were masked.

physical properties. At C band, it was shown that the NRCS
variation to changes in ice properties (such as brine volume
38 and wetness) depends on the incidence angle (Scharien et al.,
2010). Using brine–snow dielectric parameterizations based
Beam 1 Beam 2 Beam 3
on a dielectric mixture model for snow with brine inclusions
(Drinkwater and Crocker, 1988), dry-snow permittivity inVV
0.519
0.608
0.526
creases as brine volume increases, temperature increases, and
VH
0.813
0.868
0.884
density increases. Brine volume has the largest influence on
HH
0.510
0.625
0.569
the permittivity of dry snow.
NRCS observations over sea ice are only presented at VV
polarization
using beam 3 (Fig. 14). The lack of observations
orbit types (0.81–0.88; Table 1). These values illustrate the
in
the
Beaufort
sea (North of Alaska) results from the RFI
importance of distinguishing the ascending and descending
contamination
(Brucker
et al., 2014b). Additionally, since
orbits when analyzing the NRCS observations, regardless of
only
ascending
orbits
were
considered, the spatial coverage is
the polarizations. For a given orbit type, the correlation besparse
in
all
Arctic
seas;
only
the central Arctic Ocean is fully
tween the polarizations is the strongest between VV and HH,
monitored.
There
is
a
strong
seasonal cycle of NRCS, and
and increases as the incidence angles increases (from 0.991
◦
◦
in
the
NH,
NRCS
are
the
lowest
(about −20 dB) when the
at 29.2 to 0.998 at 46.3 ).
sea ice cover is packed and snow covered. NRCS values inAt the three polarizations, NRCS observations reveal increase in summer and reach their maximum (about −12 dB)
teresting differences between the two sides of the western
in September/October before the snow accumulates. In winAntarctic ice divide. On the Antarctic Peninsula side, where
ter, sea ice north of Greenland and the Canadian Archipelago
snow accumulation is high, low-NRCS values are observed.
have a higher NRCS (about −18 dB vs. −20 dB or lower
On the Ross ice shelf side, where snow accumulation is
elsewhere). These higher values correspond to a region of
lower, NRCS values are higher.
older and thicker sea ice with less brine, where roughness of
each interface within the 3 dB footprint can be large com4.2 Sea Ice
pared to the wavelength (21 cm).
The large field of view of Aquarius scatterometer in conjuncThe strong seasonal cycle also exists over Antarctic sea ice
tion with the spatial heterogeneity of sea ice make it chal(Fig. 15). It is most visible in January–March, when summer
lenging to attribute the changes in NRCS to specific geoTable 1. Linear correlation coefficients of the weekly gridded
NRCS observations made during the ascending and descending orbits over the AIS during the first week of July 2013 (cycle 98).
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Fig. 14. Maps of beam 3 NRCS VV over the NH sea ice every two months in 2013. Grid cells where the land fraction was more than 0.25
were masked. Fig. 14. Maps of beam 3 NRCS VV over the NH sea ice every two months in 2013. Grid cells where the

land fraction was more than 0.25 were masked.
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Fig. 15. Maps of beam 3 NRCS VV over the SH sea ice every two months in 2013. Grid cells where the land fraction was more than 0.25
were masked. Fig. 15. Maps of beam 3 NRCS VV over the SH sea ice every two months in 2013. Grid cells where the

land fraction was more than 0.25 were masked.
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as soil temperature becomes positive (Mironov et al., 2013).
This variation leads to an increase in TB and allows the determination of soil physical state using L-band TB observations.
To highlight the potential of the weekly gridded products
for the monitoring of frozen soils, a two-year time series was
extracted from the TB and NRCS data sets in three locations over sub-Arctic environments (in North America, Europe, and Asia). In these regions, seasonal snow is present
and frozen soil/permafrost may exist (Brown et al., 2001).
The ratio TB H over TB V (TB H / V) increases in fall, remains high during the entire winter, and decreases in spring
(Fig. 16, top), typical of soil physical state change.
The time series of NRCS in the Asian location also show
very distinct values in winter vs. summer (Fig. 16, bottom).
At the three polarizations (VV, VH, and HH), NRCS are low
during the winter months. These time series show information contained in both the passive and active L-band data sets
are related to the soil physical state and its surface, and require additional research.
6

L-band remote sensing of SSS

Ocean salinity and temperature differences drive thermohaline circulations, and play a key role in the ocean–atmosphere
coupling. The strong and direct interactions between ocean
Fig. 16. (Top) time series of the TB H / V ratio in three locations:
g. 16. (Top) time series of the TB H/V ratio in three
locations:
Northern
America (Alaska) 66o N,
◦ N, 150
◦ W (black
∗ ); Northern
North
America
(Alaska,
USA),
66
o
o
o
o and theocryosphere (primarily with sea ice and ice shelves)
0 W (black *), Northern Europe (Finland)
67.5
N, 29 E (blue o), and Asia (Russia)
66 N, 149.5 E
◦ N, 29
◦ E (blue
(Finland),
67.5
o); and
Asia
(Russia),
66◦downward
N,
also
contribute to the thermohaline circulation (e.g., Rudels,
d +). (Bottom)Europe
time series
of
NRCS
at
(from
top
to
bottom)
HH
(continuous
line,
triangles),
◦ E (red +). (Bottom) time series of NRCS at (from top to
1995; Dickson et al., 2008). The weekly gridded product of
V (dotted line, 149.5
plus symbols),
and VH (dashed line, circles) for the location in Asia.
bottom) HH (continuous line, downward triangles), VV (dotted line,
SSS enables the monitoring of SSS changes in the polar re41
plus symbols), and VH (dashed line, circles) for the location in Asia.
gions, and possibly freshening resulting from the melting
cryosphere. However, while the algorithm used in the Aquarius Level 2 processing for retrieving SSS performs well in
sea ice remains. The very low-NRCS values far from the
the tropics and mid-latitudes (warm) oceans (Lagerloef et al.,
Antarctic coast in summer are characteristics of open water.
2013), L-band SSS retrieval in the polar (cold) oceans is chalAs noted in Sect. 3.3 (and Fig. 11), it is very likely that the
lenging. SSS retrievals have not yet been specifically valiNCEP GSF GDAS sea ice concentration overestimated the
dated in cold water, and should be used with caution.
presence of ice. During the winter months, NRCS values over
Polar ocean waters are cold and L-band observations are
Antarctic sea ice shows a transition (“bright NRCS ring”)
less sensitive to salinity in cold waters. In addition, salinity
from the packed sea ice to lower ICEF (Fig. 15). The transiretrieval is less accurate for very rough sea surfaces. For intion corresponds roughly to an ICEF contour of 0.3–0.4.
stance, in the Southern Ocean there are strong winds and the
oceanic circulation is dominated by the Antarctic circumpolar current, which reduce the quality of the SSS retrievals.
5 L-band remote sensing of land
Finally, the presence of sea ice and icebergs in the sensors’
field of view adds complexity to the monitoring of SSS in the
The detection and mapping of frozen soils can be inferred
high latitudes. As presented in Sect. 3.3, TB is highly sensiusing passive (e.g., Rautiainen et al., 2012) and active (e.g.,
tive to ICEF, and there is no correction in the SSS algorithm
McDonald et al., 2012) L-band observations. For a given frefor the presence of ICEF. The presence of ICEF increases
quency, polarization, and incidence angle, the TB of bare
TB (Fig. 11) and, if not identified accurately, is interpreted
soil is a function of physical temperature and soil moisture.
by the SSS-retrieval algorithm as a decrease of SSS. ThereFrom a theoretical standpoint, Mironov et al. (2013) invesfore, one should be particularly careful when studying SSS in
tigated the possibility of retrieving both the surface temperthe vicinity of sea ice edge and ice sheet. Put simply, increasature and the temperature gradient of the Arctic tundra soil
ing TB due to the presence of ice can appear as erroneous
(active layer) from L-band TB. Simulations of refractive infreshening.
dex and normalized attenuation coefficient for different soil
temperature and moisture levels reveal a noticeable variation
The Cryosphere, 8, 915–930, 2014
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Fig. 17. Maps of SSS3b over the NH high latitudes for cycles every other month in 2013. Grid cells where the land fraction was more than
0.25 were masked.
Fig. 17. Maps of SSS3b over the NH high latitudes for cycles every other month in 2013. Grid cells

where the land fraction was more than 0.25 were masked.
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Fig. 18. Maps of SSS3b over the SH high latitudes for cycles every other month in 2013. Grid cells where the land fraction was more than
Fig. 18. Maps of SSS3b over the SH high latitudes for cycles every other month in 2013. Grid cells where
0.25 were masked.

the land fraction was more than 0.25 were masked.
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When SSS retrievals are possible in the Arctic Ocean
(Fig. 17), values are low (< 30 psu). One can also see that
blue colors are usually present in the vicinity of the sea
ice margin. This may result from sea ice contamination of
the Aquarius observations, and does not necessarily reflect
a low SSS. These maps also show the significant difference
between the Atlantic Ocean (saltier) and the Pacific Ocean
(fresher). SSS in the polar regions is expected to vary seasonally as ice freezes up (leaving saltier water in the ocean)
and melts (adding fresh water in the ocean).
SSS retrievals in the Southern Ocean (Fig. 18) show a seasonal cycle with lower SSS near the sea ice edge in winter. This again results from sea ice contamination, because
in winter during sea ice formation and growth higher SSS
are expected. In addition, unrealistic low-SSS retrievals can
be associated with the presence of icebergs (e.g., localized
SSS lower than 32 psu in January where no land is present
nearby). This shows that SSS retrievals should be interpreted
with care in polar oceans and polynia until better corrections
for sea ice and land contaminations are provided.

7

Conclusions

The Aquarius/SAC-D satellite mission collects both passive
and active L-band observations which offer new capabilities
to study and to monitor the polar regions and the cryosphere.
In this paper, we presented weekly gridded products of TB,
NRCS, and SSS distributed by the US National Snow and Ice
Data Center. While the penetration depth of the L-band radiation in the ice sheet is not well known, Aquarius observations can be useful to retrieve snow and ice properties. These
products intend to facilitate the use of combined passive and
active L-band observations to study the cryosphere.
The spatial distributions of Aquarius TB and NRCS over
the Greenland and Antarctic ice sheet were presented. We
showed that the 2012 melt event over the GIS highest elevations impacted the L-band TB, with implications for surface
characteristics and mass balance monitoring. NRCS observations recorded during the ascending and descending orbits
must be studied separately. Substantial difference exists over
sea ice and the AIS due to the anisotropy of the ice covers. NRCS values over Antarctic sea ice show a transition
(“bright NRCS ring”) from the packed sea ice to lower ICEF
with values of 0.3–0.4. We also showed that both active and
passive observations over land present distinct values in summer and winter, depending on the soil physical state. Aquarius 3 dB footprints are large and make the monitoring of sea
ice complex. In both hemispheres, TB over sea ice was the
highest when snow on sea ice melts, and the lowest in summer. Studying the surface ocean freshening resulting from ice
sheet or sea ice melting is challenging. The sensitivity of the
Aquarius SSS retrievals is degraded in cold waters, with sea
ice and icebergs in the field of view, and rough ocean surfaces are common. The products TB, NRCS, and SSS may
The Cryosphere, 8, 915–930, 2014

be used for improving our understanding of low-microwave
frequency observations, and for the development of new or
refined algorithms.
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